
5 Workload 

5.1 Workload Characterization 

As mentioned in the above chapter it was observed that the loading according to Moodie 

activities gives a realistic meaning to the workload from the users' point of view. This 

makes it easy to map number of real users to the load on the system. 

According to the conclusions derived in Chapter 4 the study considers only the front end 

or the Apache web server as the point of applying workload. Hence, the loading happens 

in terms of HTTP requests. 

The workload of HTTP requests can have two forms: 1. Request oriented workload 2. 

Session oriented workload. 

In real world scenario the workload appears as web sessions, especially with regard to 

applications such as Moodie. However, the workload applied on Moodie corresponds to 

the following categories and at times request oriented workload will also be useful as 

explained below: 

l. View pages: many Moodie sessions con~ist of sequence of page views. The 

pages are partly static and partly dynamic. The workloads should distinguish 

between static page views and dynamic page views. 

2. Post text in forum and in wiki 

3. Uploading and downloading files: ·this can be tested as the file handling 

capability of the server and that of the Moodie application separately. Other 

than that the type of file and the size of file are important parameters in this 

workload. 

4. Online quiz: workload in this category may vary according to the type of 

questions, whether the questions are shuffled or not, if the questions span 

across multiple pages or not, how they are submitted 

In this study a Moodie session is considered as the sequence of HTTP requests sent by a 

single Moodie account from the time of login till the end of desired Moodie operation. 
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The HTTP requests are supposed to accompany with POST data and think time between 

requests. 

Concurrency of sessions is a special factor to be considered when applying session 

oriented workload. Statistical properties of inter-session arrival time are important in 

testing a site such as Moodie. Some number of sessions applied at once and the same 

number applied with an inter-session arrival time may give different results and both 

situations may be possible in real world. Arrival of sessions may also be at uniform rate 

or bursty. 

5.2 Tools and Techniques 

There were two techniques in generating Moodie sessions. 

(1) Extracting sessions from the past access traces 

(2) Recording sample sessions 

5.2.1 Extracting Sessions from Logs: 

Several tools were tested for log analysis, namely; Webalizer, Xlogan, Awstat and Web 

Log Filter. They extract information in bulk such as total number of hits made to a page 

and file sizes of mostly requested pages. Existing tools give information such as daily, 

hourly, monthly usages in terms of hits and file sizes. They do not go into user by user 

analysis. 
t 

Hence it was required to develop my own script for the purpose of user session level data 

analysis. Though users could be separated by lP address it does not represent users 

realistically. It demands more web mining techniques to extract realistic sessions. 

A Perl script was developed to extract the requests by IP address and then to plot the 

timestamps against each request. An attempt was made to use a clustering technique for 

identifying the sessions by considering the inter-request times. Since the method given in 

next section is simpler and suffices for the scope of this project the web mining was not 

performed any further. 
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5.2.2 Workload Characteristics from Logs 

Data extracted using Awstat tool was important for identifying the types of files that were 

requested from the operational e-learning environment and the percentage of requests in 

which each type of file was requested. The results are given in Figure 5- l and Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-1: File types requested 
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Figure S-2: Bandwidth usage by file types 
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According to the analysis of traffic of the past 15 months, wmv account for 54% of the 

total bandwidth, while the php files account for 15%, and zip fi les for 10%. ppt files and 

pdftiles have occupied equally around 6% of bandwidth each. 
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When the numbers of requests are concerned php files are the most requested as they 

account for around 40% of the requests. gif images account for about 35% andjpg images 

are 7%. It was observed that due to large number of requests for odp files in few months 

and without any requests in rest of the months still the averaged percentage of odp 

became 3%. This shows that depending on the interest of the course creator the type of 

files being requested can change immensely. 

Though a large amount of bandwidth is consumed by ~-vmv files the number of requests 

accounted for them is a small amount such as 0.1% of the total requests. This proves that 

the video files are the largest ones that are requested from the system. Therefore the 

synthetic workloads that represent large files are advisable to be of wmv type. Small files 

should be giffiles. 

When php files are concerned they are affected by database accesses. Parameters such as 

the types of queries, and the size and the collation of tables may affect the database access 

performance. Hence the types of php pages should be selected from Moodie site such that 

a special consideration is given to SQL queries they incur. The query logs in MySQL 

provides for monitoring the database interactions. However, in this research, MySQL 

operations are considered transparent to the user and tbe point of interaction considered is 

the front end web server only. Therefore, this part of the work was considered outside the 

scope and was not addressed. 

t 

5.2.3 Recording and Replaying Sample Session 

This approach provides sessions that reflect inter-requests dependencies far better than 

the extractions of logs. The sessions can be recorded distinguishing them by the Moodie 

application functions so that the workload characteristics discussed in section 5.1, arc 

adhered to. 

Hence it was decided to record the sample user sessions and to replay them in a controlled 

manner to emulate Moodie users. 
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5.2.4 Tools for regenerating HTTP workloads 

Tools must apply the transcripts of workload traces, and output the response times and 

resource utilization. The commonly cited tools for replaying HITP traffic in industry are 

Apache Benchmark, JMeter, HTIPerf, and Siege. 

Apache Benchmark: In-built with Apache server coming with the RHEL CDs that were 

used for the SUT. It's a command line tool. It supports POST data so that authentication 

is testable. Limitation is that more than one URL cannot be applied at a time. 

Siege: This is a command line tool. It supports sending cookies but does not receive 

cookies. 

JMeter: This can run custom scripts of HTIP sessions with cookies. Uses more resources 

to run the tool than others 

HITPerf: Works with cookies. It can act on a sequence of URLs at a time. HTTPerf was 

found to be a light weight, open source tool for playing web sessions. ~t is a command 

line tool, which was developed by Mosberger from HP company [22]. 

5.2.5 HTIPerf and Workload Recorder .., 

HTIPerf is one of the robust among the few tools that have session based measurement 

capability. It has more flexibility to set parameters such as inter-session arrival times as 

well as the inter-request arrival time within ses~ions. The ability of HITPerf to sustain 

itself while executing a very larger number of sessions is another advantage compared to 

the tools such as WebStone and SPECWeb. The developers of HTIPerf also have taken 

into account the synchronization and concurrency in distributed systems such as web 

based systems. Network 110 statistic from HITPerf helps v~rifying that network is not 

saturated. Also the error statistics help determining validity of results and also they help 

detecting the overloading conditions. 

A sample httperf command used to play web sessions is given in Figure 5-3. Wsesslog is 

the option that provides the facility to run web sessions that is stored in a text file. This 

particular session file is of the format given in Figure 5-4. 
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llhttperf --server mihindu.uom.lk --port 80 --wscsslog 1, I ,session file --add-headers "application/x-www

fomt-urlencoded" --print-reply> out tile 

Figure S-3: A sample httperf command 

According to Figure 5-4 the think parameter gives the inter-request time within a session. 

For recording this session in the above format the Perl script given below was used. This 

script is written using third party modules such as HTTP: :Proxy, 

HITP::Recorder::Httperf obtained from the well known CPAN repository. This script 

runs as a proxy and records the session between a web browser and the Moodie server. 

/moodle18/logio/index.php method POST 

contents "MoodleSession=2fa9e34da80f9527245f8db2df955c66&Moodle::>ession=2fa9e34da80f9527245f 

8db2df955c66&username=moodleadmin&password xxxxx.x.x&testcookies=l" think= 102881 

/moodle I 8/login/index.php?MoodleScssion , 2fa9e34da80f9527245ffldb2df955c66 method = GET 

think=3 

/mood! e 1 8/theme/ standard!st yles. php ?Mood! eSession= 2 fa9c34da80f9 5 27245 ffldb2d f9 5 Sc66 

method~GET thinl .. .-=2 

moodle 18/themelformal whitefstyles.php'!MoodleSessi~n=2 fa9e34da80f9 527245 f8db2d 195 5c66 - . 
method=GET 

'moodle 18,1ib-javascript-static.js?MoodleSession=2fa9e34da80f9527245f8db2df955c66 

method=GET 

/mood! e 18/lib~ avascript -mod .php ?Mood I cSession= 2 f a9c34da80 f9 5 2724 5 f8db2df95 5c66 

method=GET 

/moodle 18/lib/overlib.js?MoodleSession 2fa9c34da80 f9527245f8db2df9 55c66 method=GET 

/moodle 18/li b/cookies.js'?MoodleSession 2 fa9c34da80f9 527245 f8db2df9S 5c66 method=GET 

/moodlc18/lib/ufo.js?MoodleSession 2fa9e34da80f9527245f8db2df955c66 method=GET 

/moodlel8/theme/formal_ white/logo_small.jpg method GET 

Figure S-4: A sample session me 

The proxy setting in the browser was made to the machine where the recorder script is 

running and the port should be set to the value in the script. 
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~ 

#!fusrlbin!perl 

use HTTP::Proxy; 

use HTTP::Rccorder:: l lttpcrt; 

my $proxy HTTP::Proxy->ncw(); 

#create a ncw·JITTP::Re.:ordcr::Httpcrf ObJCCl 

my $agent= new HTTP::R~o.'Corder::Httpcrf; 

# set the log file (optional) 

Sagent->file("/ tmp,.myfile"); 

#set HTTP::Rccorder a~ the agent for the proxy 

Sproxy->agcnt( Sagent ): 

# stan the proxy 

Sproxy->port('J 12&'): 

Sproxy->startO: 

I; 

Figure 5-S: Workload recording script 

5.3 Conclusion 

According to the survey results given in Chapter 4 and the log analysis given in section 

5.2.2 ofthis chapter, the following types of sessions were selected as workload types: 

1. Page view 
... 

a. Static text page 

b. Moodie front page 

c. Login and view a course page 
t 

2. Quiz session: a quiz with I 0 MCQ questions. The sequence of interactions is 

given in Figure 5-6. 

Moodie front rl Login }--. Open the 
~ 

Open the quiz 

page course page page 

Submit all Save without Click answer 
and finish submitting 

-
....____ 

Figure S-6: Sequence of interactions in a quiz session 
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3. File upload/download request 

Large file- a wmv file of size 53.5 MB of a 1-hour video lecture 

Small file- a gif file of size 15.5 KB 

The file handling within Moodie and outside Moodie was separately looked at. 

It was decided that the Perl script mentioned above should record the sessions and these 

sessions should be replayed using HTTPcrf. 

... 
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